Vertex coloring by Vigo, Daniele
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Vertex Coloring Problem (VCP) 
n  Given an undirected graph  G = (V,E), with n = |V| and  
m = |E|, assign a “color” to each vertex in such a way 
that colors on adjacent vertices are different and the 
number of colors used is minimized. 
n  chromatic number χ: minimum number of colors which 
can be used. 
n  A feasible coloring which uses k colors is a k-coloring. 
infeasible coloring 
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Vertex Coloring Problem (VCP) 
n  VCP is NP-Hard (Garey and Johnson, 1979). 
 
n   Real-world applications: 
                  - timetabling;   
                  - register allocation; 
                  - frequency assignment; 
                  - communication networks; 
                  - scheduling; 
                  - train platforming; 
                  - … 
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Application: Frequency Assignment 
n  Problem: given a set of broadcast emitting stations 
(vertices), assign a frequency (color) to each station 
so that adjacent (and possibly interfering) stations use 
different frequencies and the number of used 
frequencies is minimized. 
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The Clique Lower Bound  
n  A clique K of a graph G is a complete subgraph of G. 
n  A clique is maximal if no vertex can be added still 
having a clique.  
n  The cardinality ω of the maximum (cardinality) clique is 
a Lower Bound for VCP. 
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clique k, |k|=2 
clique k1, |k1|=3 
maximal clique k2, |k2|=4 
maximal clique k3, |k3|=3 LB = ω = 4 
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The “worst case performance ratio” ω/χ  is  
arbitrarily bad 
cardinality of any clique (and of the maximum  
clique) |K| = |Kmax| = 2: 
LB = ω = 2 
chromatic number χ =3 
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Maximal Clique 
n  The cardinality of any clique of graph G represents a 
Lower Bound for the problem. 
 
n  A fast greedy algorithm (Johnson, J. Comp. Syst. Sci. 
1974) can be used to compute a maximal (w.r.t.  the 
cardinality) clique K of G(V,E): 
    Given an ordering of the vertices, consider the candidate 
vertex set  W. Set  W  =  V,  K  =  0 and iteratively: 
   *    Choose the vertex  v  of W of maximum degree and 
add  it  to  the current clique K. 
    *   Remove from W vertex  v  and all the vertices not 
adjacent  to  the current clique K. 
-  Different  “orderings” of the vertices generally produce 
different maximal cliques. 
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n  Binary variables:                  1 if vertex i has color h       i =1,…,n 
                                                  0 otherwise                        h =1,…,n 
                                                  1 if color h is used       
                                                  0 otherwise                        h =1,…,n 
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Independent Sets 
n  An Independent Set (or Stable Set) of G = (V, E) is a subset of V 
such that there is no edge in E connecting a pair of vertices.  
n  An independent set is maximal if no vertex can be added still 
having an independent set.  
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For VCP: all the vertices of an independent set can have the same color 
Feasible coloring -> partitioning of the graph into independent sets. 
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Set Partitioning Formulation for VCP 
(Mehrotra, Trick; INFORMS J. on. Comp. 1996) 
n  Feasible coloring -> partition of the graph into independent sets.  
n  IS = family of all the Independent Sets of graph G 
n  Binary variables:                 1  if Independent Set I  is given a color 
                                                   0  otherwise 
 
                (1) 
       s.t. 
                 (2) 
 
                              (3) 
 
 
Constraints (2) can be replaced by:                                                 (2’) 
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Set Covering Formulation  SC -VCP  
 
n  IS can be defined as the family of all the maximal Independent 
Sets of graph G. If a vertex is assigned more than one color, a 
feasible solution of the same value can be obtained by using any of 
these colors for the vertex. 
n  The LP Relaxation of this formulation leads to tight lower bounds, 
and symmetry in the solution is avoided, but the number of 
maximal independent sets (i.e. the number of “columns”) can be 
exponential w.r.t. the number of vertices n. 
n  The corresponding SCP is difficult to solve to optimality. 
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Heuristic/Metaheuristic Approaches  
   Greedy Algorithms: 
  - Sequential Coloring (SEQ) 
  - DSATUR: Brélaz (Comm. ACM 1979) 
  - Recursive Largest Fit: (RLF) Leighton (J. Res. NBS 1979) 
  - Backtracking: Bollobas, Thomason (Ann. Disc. Math. 
1985) 
  - Iterated Greedy: Culberson, Luo (2nd DIMACS Implem. 
Challenge 1993) 
n  Simulated Annealing Algorithm: 
       Johnson, Aragon, Mc Geoch, Schevon (Oper. Res. 
1991) 
n  Tabu Search Algorithms: 
   - TABUCOL: Hertz, de Werra (Computing 1987) 
          Improvements:  
             - Dorne, Hao (Metaheuristics:…, Kluwer 1998) 
             - Blöchliger, Zufferey (Computers & O.R. 2008) 
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Heuristic/Metaheuristic Approaches (2)  
n  IMPASSE Class Neighborhood: Morgenstern (2nd DIMACS 
Impl. Challenge 1993) 
n  Evolutionary Algorithms: 
   - Fleurent, Ferland (2nd DIMACS Impl. Challenge 1993) 
    - Davis (Handbook of Genetic Algs., Van Nostrand Reinhold 1998) 
    - Galinier, Hao (J. Comb. Opt. 1999) 
n  MIPS-CLR Algorithm:  Funabiki, Higashino (IEICE T.F. 2000) 
n  Variable Neighborhood Search Alg: Avanthay, Hertz, 
Zufferey (EJOR 2003) 
n  Truncated Branch and Bound: Caramia, Dell’Olmo (Networks 2004) 
n  Adaptive Memory Alg: Galinier, Hertz, Zufferey (D.A.M. 2008) 
n  Two-Phase Alg: Malaguti, Monaci, T. (INFORMS J. on C. 2008) 
n  Variable Search Space Alg: Hertz, Plumettaz, Zufferey (D.A.M. 
2008) 
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Greedy Algorithms for VCP 
SEQ Algorithm: Given a vertex ordering: vertex 1 is assigned to 
the first color, and thereafter, vertex i  (i=2,…,n)  is assigned to 
the lowest indexed color that contains no vertices adjacent to i. 
 
DSATUR, Brélaz (Comm. ACM 1979), is similar to SEQ, but dynamically 
chooses the  next vertex to color, picking the first vertex that is 
adjacent to the largest number of distinctly colored vertices (i.e. 
the vertex with maximum chromatic degree). 
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Optimal  solution 
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TABUCOL: a Tabu Search approach for VCP 
(Hertz - de Werra, Computing 1987) 
n  A target  k  is required for the number of colors to be used. 
n  A solution  s  is a partition of  V  into  k  color classes (with 
possible conflicts). Resolving all the conflicts gives a feasible 
k-coloring. 
n  The solution evaluating function f(s) is represented by the 
number of conflicts. 
n  A move consists in choosing one conflicting vertex and moving 
it to a new color class which minimizes the number of conflicts. 
n  To avoid cycling, a vertex cannot enter the color class it left 
during the last T (“tabu tenure”) iterations. 
s s’ 
 k = 3 
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feasible k-coloring 
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Impasse Class Neighborhood 
(Morgenstern, 2nd DIMACS Impl. Challenge 1993) 
 
n  A target k is required for the number of colors to be used. 
 
n  A solution  s  is a partition of  V  in  k+1  color classes in 
which all classes except possibly the last one are 
independent sets. Making this last class empty gives a 
feasible k-coloring. 
 
n  The solution evaluating function f(s) is represented by the 
number of uncolored vertices. 
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n  A target k is required for the number of colors to be used. 
n  A solution  s  is a partition of  V  in  k+1  color classes in which all classes except 
possibly the last one are independent sets. Making this last class empty gives a 
feasible k-coloring. 
n  The solution evaluating function f(s) is represented by the number of uncolored 
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   To move from a solution  s  to a neighbor solution  s’:   
                              - randomly choose an uncolored vertex v (in class k
+1) 
                                    - move all vertices w in this class, which are  
                                      adjacent to v, to class k+1 
 
 
- assign v  to a color class 
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Tabu Search Approach MMT 
(Malaguti, Monaci, T.   INFORMS J. on Comp. 2008) 
n  Solution evaluating function (“score”):  
n                      = degree of vertex  
n  Tabu Search:  
       - “Move” from  s  to the best solution  s’ (solution with the 
minimum value of f(s`)) in the neighborhood of s 
     (even  if   f(s) <  f(s’)  ); 
 
       - “Tabu move”: to avoid cycling, a vertex cannot take the same  
                color  it  took in the last T  (“tabu tenure”)  iterations. 
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Tabu Search Approach MMT 
 
   Complexity of the Tabu Search approach: 
 
   - random choice of the vertex  v  to color, performed in constant time; 
 
   - evaluation of the score for every color: requires to retrieve all the 
vertices adjacent to v, performed on average in O(k + m/n) time. 
 
   - choice of the best scored color class h  that is not Tabu, performed 
in O(k) time; 
 
   - update of the coloring: all the vertices adjacent to v  that are in color 
class  h  are moved to class  k+1.  The update is performed on 
average in O(m/n) time since it requires to retrieve all  the vertices 
adjacent to v . 
 
  
n  Complexity of the Tabu Search approach:   
            O(k + m/n)  < =  O(n) time for each iteration. 
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An important observation 
n  Given a (partial or complete) coloring of value k  
    (a k-coloring) we can obtain k independent sets for 
the Set Covering formulation. 
n  independent sets <->columns <->variables 
3 independent sets:   I1 = {1,5};  I2 = {4};  I3 = {3}    
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a partial 3-coloring 
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begin 
Initialization Step 
     Compute lower bound LB; I’ = empty set; 
     Compute upper bound UB; 
Phase 1: Evolutionary Algorithm 
     while (not time limit) 
                   apply the Evolutionary Algorithm; 
                   update UB and store different solutions in I’ ; 
                   if LB = UB stop  
     endwhile; 
Phase 2: Column Optimization 
    apply heuristic algorithm CFT to the Set Covering instance  
    corresponding to I’ with a given time limit (possibly updating UB) 
end 
 
The Two Phase Algorithm MMT 
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Initialization Step 
n  A greedy algorithm is applied with different 
orderings of the vertices in order to build different 
maximal cliques. The maximum cardinality of 
these cliques is used as LB. 
n  The computation is stopped as soon as a feasible 
solution which is proved to be optimal (value = 
LB) is found. 
n  Three fast greedy heuristics: SEQ, DSATUR, RLF 
are applied (with different orderings of the 
vertices) to obtain an initial upper bound UB for 
the problem (and a family of feasible solutions).  
The Two Phase Algorithm MMT 
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 Phase 1: Evolutionary Algorithm 
n  In Phase 1 an Evolutionary Algorithm, working in decision version 
(i.e. solving the problem for a given value of k of the number of 
colors to be used) is applied iteratively starting with k = UB-1; 
     if the problem is solved for a given value of k within the time limit, 
k is set equal to k-1, etc. 
n  The Evolutionary Algorithm handles a pool of solutions and 
combines the Tabu Search procedure with a specialized cross-over 
operator. 
begin 
 Initialize the pool with poolsize solutions; 
 while not (problem is solved to optimality or timelimit) do 
  Randomly choose two solutions s1, s2 from the pool; 
  Apply  the cross-over operator to (s1, s2) and generate s3 ; 
     Improve s3 with the Tabu Search procedure for L iterations; 
         Substitute the worst parent solution with s3 
end 
The Two Phase Algorithm MMT 
Diversification through Cross-Over 
A modified version of the Greedy Partitioning Cross-Over proposed by 
Galinier and Hao (1999) is used. Given two solutions: 
      S1 = {L(1),… , L(k), L(k+1)},   S2 =  {J(1),… , J(k), J(k+1)},  
      it outputs the new solution S3 =  {H(1),… , H(k), H(k+1)}, as follows: 
 
 begin 
     CurrentColor := 1; 
 while CurrentColor ≤ k and an available colored vertex in S1 or S2   exists: 
  if CurrentColor is odd  
                  then choose color i such that L(i) has maximum cardinality,  
                      H(CurrentColor) := L(i)   
                  else choose color i such that J(i) has maximum cardinality,  
                      H(CurrentColor) := J(i);  
  remove the vertices of H(CurrentColor) from S1 and S2; 
  CurrentColor := CurrentColor + 1 
     endwhile; 
 try to color in a greedy way the uncolored vertices in S3; 
 H(k+1) : = V \ (H(1)  U   …  U   H(k)) 
  end 
 
Dynamic Set-Up of the Parameters 
n  The Evolutionary Algorithm is very effective but very 
dependent on the input parameters  poolsize  and  L.  
n  In general high density graphs with many vertices 
require a wider pool (poolsize) and a longer Tabu tenure 
(L), but it seems that no explicit correlation exists 
between effective input parameters and some intrinsic 
graph property.  
n  Thus a dynamic set-up of these parameters is used: in 
the first iteration (k = UB-1) of the Evolutionary Alg. the 
values are Linit and poolsizeinit. If the solution is not found 
within a given number of iterations, the instance is 
considered to be difficult: 
       L is incremented of ΔL and poolsize of Δpoolsize. 
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  Phase 2: Post Optimization 
n  If the incumbent solution found in Phase 1 is not 
proven to be optimal, a post-optimization phase 
(Phase 2) is executed. It is based on the SC-VCP 
formulation and uses a subset of the Independent 
Sets found in Phase 1. 
n  At every iteration of the Evolutionary algorithm, the 
Independent Sets obtained from the partial feasible 
solutions corresponding to the initial pool and to the 
final pool, and the complete feasible solution found 
for every value of k, are considered. 
The Two Phase Algorithm MMT 
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 Phase 2: Post Optimization (2) 
n  A heuristic procedure is applied to complete all the 
independent sets (columns) to maximal independent 
sets. 
n  Hashing techniques are used to remove identical 
columns. 
n  The considered columns represent a subfamily I’ of 
the family I of all the Maximal Independent Sets in 
graph G. 
n  Any feasible solution of the Set Covering instance 
corresponds to a feasible solution for the original 
problem.  
n  The optimality w.r.t. SCP does not imply optimality for 
the original problem (because I’  is a subfamily of I). 
The Two Phase Algorithm MMT 
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 Phase 2: Post Optimization (3) 
n  All the Independent Sets generated during the Tabu Search 
iterations could be considered. In practice this would ask for 
excessive memory requirements and long time to perform the 
hashing technique. Computational experiments showed that the 
previous choice, that privileges independent sets from solutions 
which try to have high diversity each other, does not affect the 
effectiveness of the post-optimization phase, reducing the global 
CPU time and avoiding memory problems.   
n  The Set Covering Problem corresponding to columns in I’  is 
solved through the Lagrangian Heuristic Algorithm CFT (Caprara, 
Fischetti, T., Operations Research 1999) 
n  Phase 2 is stopped before time limit if: 
      - internal LB of CFT  ≥  best heuristic solution value; 
      - a solution found by CFT is proved to  be optimal for VCP. 
The Two Phase Algorithm MMT 
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DIMACS Benchmark Instances 
Johnson, Trick, 2nd DIMACS Implementation Challenge 1993 
n  DIMACS benchmark graph instances compose a 
variety of graph classes used for evaluating the 
performance of VCP algorithms: 
 
           - random graphs: DSJC_n.x; 
           - geometric random graphs: DSJR_n.x; r_n.x; 
           - quasi-random graphs: flat_n.x; 
           - artificial graphs: le_n.x; latin_square_10; Queen_rn.rn; 
myciel_k 
           - real-world application-related graphs. 
 
n  To allow comparisons on results obtained with different 
machines, a benchmark program is available. CPU times 
can be scaled w.r.t. the performance obtained on this 
program. 
     ftp://dimacs.rutgers.edu/pub/challenge/graph/ 
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Computational Results 
    The programs were compiled with full optimization option 
and run under Windows XP on a Pentium IV at 2.4 GHz with 
512 MB RAM. 
     Comparisons of the results corresponding to the most 
effective algorithms on 25 DIMACS benchmark instances are 
reported. 
     Separate comparisons: 
        algorithms working in decision version, 
        algorithms working in optimization version.  
n  Reported CPU times (in seconds) are from the respective 
papers and scaled based on the performance on the 
benchmark instance. 
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IMPASSE HEA PC - RPC Evolutionary Algorithm
   Morgenstern 1993 Galinier, Hao  1999 Blöchliger, Zufferey 2008 Malaguti, Monaci, T. 2008
best new k time succ. k time succ. k time succ. k time
DSJC125.5 17 17 1 17 1
DSJC250.5 28 28 22 9/10 28 13 28 28
DSJC500.1 12 12 120 12 78
DSJC500.5 48 49 660 5/10 48 268 1/10 49 720 3/4 48 84
DSJC500.9 127 2/10 127 1560 127 967
DSJC1000.1 20 ?/? 20 ? 1/10 20 2640 20 303
DSJC1000.5 83 89 1148 3/5 83 2258 2/10 88 14400 2/4 83 22573
DSJC1000.9 224 ?/? 224 ? 4/10 226 1800 2/4 226 3340
DSJR500.1 12 *12 0 *12 0
DSJR500.1C 85 85 5 85 142
DSJR500.5 122 123 14 *122 30
le450_15c 15 *15 5 6/10 *15 8 *15 2 *15 0
le450_15d 15 *15 3 *15 8 *15 1
le450_25c 26 25 10/10 26 55 27 1 *25 1321
le450_25d 26 25 27 1 *25 424
r1000.1c 98 98 46 98 101
r1000.5 237 234 241 77 3/4 237 168
latin_square_10 99 3/4 103 3263
flat300_20_0 20 *20 0 *20 *20 0
flat300_26_0 26 *26 1 *26 *26 4
flat300_28_0 28 31 156 6/10 31 20 3/10 *28 31 54
flat1000_50_0 50 *50 0 *50 *50 33
flat1000_60_0 60 *60 0 *60 *60 73
flat1000_76_0 83 82 89 897 4/5 83 1471 5/10 87 1/4 82 34056
Computational Results, Decision Version Algorithms 
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MIPS - CLR Two Phase Algorithm
Funabiki, Higashino 2000 Malaguti, Monaci, T. 2008
phase 1 phase 2
best new avg k best k avg time avg k avg k best k avg time
DSJC250.5            28 28.4 28 14 28.00         28 117
DSJC250.9            72 72.4 72 31 72.50 72.00 72 89
DSJC500.1            12 12.4 12 84 12.25         12 210
DSJC500.5            48 49.4 49 349 48.25         48 388
DSJC500.9            127 127.8 127 480 128.75 127.75 127 433
DSJC1000.1           20 21.0 21 90 20.25         20 260
DSJC1000.5           83 89.0 88 4658 84.25         84 8407
DSJC1000.9           224 229.6 228 1565 233.75 226.00 225 3234
DSJR500.1            12 12.0 *12 0 12.00         *12 25
DSJR500.1C           85 85.0 85 6 86.00 85.00 85 88
DSJR500.5            122 123.4 *122 276 122.00         *122 163
le450_15c           15 15.2 *15 11 15.00         *15 3
le450_15d           15 15.0 *15 5 15.00         *15 4
le450_25c           26 25 26.0 26 7 25.00         *25 1321
le450_25d           26 25 26.4 26 1 25.00         *25 436
r1000.1              20 20.0 *20 0 20.00         *20 37
r1000.1c             98 98.8 98 557 98.25 98.00 98 518
r1000.5              237 234 238.6 237 1345 238.75 234.00 *234 753
latin_square_10    99 100.2 99 938 103.50 102.00 101 5156
flat300_20_0       20 20.0 *20 2 20.00         *20 21
flat300_26_0       26 26.0 *26 1 26.00         *26 36
flat300_28_0       28 31.0 31 133 31.00         31 212
flat1000_50_0      50 50.0 *50 14 78.50 50.00 *50 1417
flat1000_60_0      60 60.0 *60 59 74.50 60.00 *60 3645
flat1000_76_0      83 82 87.8 87 2499 83.50         83 7325
                                    
Optimization
Algorithms 
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   16 instances 9 instances 16 instances 23 instances
                                                                  
Impasse (Morgenstern, 1993)                                        
avg ratio  (number best)    1.0187 (10)                     
HEA (Galinier-Hao, 1999)                                            
avg ratio   (number best)                  1.0170 (6)      
PC-RPC (Blochlinger-Zefferey, 2008)                                        
avg ratio  (number best)                                 1.0193 (10)
MIPS-CLR(Funabiki-Higashino, 2000)                                   
avg ratio   (number best)                                      1.0175 (14)
Evolutionary Alg. (M.M.T. 2008)                                  
avg ratio  (number best)      1.0101 (14) 1.0122 (7) 1.0069 (14) 1.0071 (19)
Two Phase Algorithm (M.M.T. 2008)                                   
avg ratio  (number best)      1.0084 (15) 1.0127 (7) 1.0071 (14) 1.0061 (19)
Computational Results: Average ratio between the solution 
values and the best known solution values from the literature 
